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Abstract: This paper reports a simple and controllable post-synthesis method for engineering the number of

graphene layers based on oxygen plasma etching. Singular sheet etching (SSE) of graphene was achieved with

the optimum process duration of 38 seconds. As a demonstration of this SSE process, monolayer graphene films

were produced from bilayer graphenes. Experimental investigations verified that the oxygen plasma etching

removes a single layer graphene sheet in an anisotropic fashion rather than anisotropic mode. In addition,

etching via the oxygen plasma at the ground electrodes introduced fewer defects to the bottom graphene layer

compared with the conventional oxygen reactive ion etching using the powered electrodes. Such defects can

further be reduced with an effective annealing treatment in an argon environment at 900-1000◦C. These results

demonstrate that our developed SSE method has enabled a microelectronics manufacturing compatible way for

single sheet precision subtraction of graphene layers and a potential technique for producing large size graphenes

with high yield from multilayer graphite materials.
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Introduction

The outstanding electronic, optical and physical
properties [1-5] of graphene, atypical two-dimensional
nano material have drawn tremendous attention from
the scientific community for structuring electronic and
photonic devices with higher performance in such appli-
cations as high-speed transistors, DNA sequencing, and
biochemical sensors [6-10]. To date, significant progress
has been made in producing graphene with both high
yield and large size. Methods such as epitaxial synthe-
sis [11], chemical vapor deposition [12,13], and chemi-
cal deoxidization [14] have been demonstrated for pro-
ducing graphene of high quality. However, it is still
a challenge for researchers to generate graphene with
the desired number of graphene layers using the exist-
ing methods. Reproducible control of the number of

graphene layers is highly desiredfor the reproducibility
of graphene-based devices in practical applications as
well as for the fundamental study of graphene charac-
teristics. In particular, layer engineering of graphene
will contribute greatly to the in-depth understand-
ing of inter-layer transport properties in a multilayer
structured graphene sensor previously developed in our
group [15]. The influence of the number of graphene
layers on graphene’s electronic and optical properties
has also been reported by other researchers [16]. To
address this challenge, several efforts have been made
towards realizing the layer engineering of graphene [17-
20]. For example, Tour et al. [21] reported the layer-
by-layer removal of graphene sheets using a wet etching
method by coating graphene surfaces with zinc and dis-
solving the zinc with dilute acid, providing a promising
method for engineering the number of graphene lay-
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ers. However, the requirement of acid treatments makes
this method incompatible with microelectronics man-
ufacturing. Very recently, the atomic layer etching of
graphene was also reported by oxidization of carbon sp2

bonds to sp3 bonds with oxygen radicals and the conse-
quent bombardment with argon atoms [22]. Although
this technique allowed for a single sheet of graphene to
be removed, a large number of defects were introduced
to the graphene due to the combination of radical oxi-
dation and argon atom bombarding.

In this study, we developed a simpler and less inva-
sive method for engineering the number of graphene
layers using pure oxygen plasma etching. By care-
fully tuning the variables of the oxygen plasma etch-
ing (e.g. power, oxygen flow rate, operating pressure
and process duration), we were able to achieve single
sheet etching (SSE) of graphene thin films, which re-
moved one single graphene sheet at a time, with both
the oxygen reactive ion etching and oxygen plasma
etching. Because plasma strength at the ground elec-
trode is lower than that at the powered electrode, the
SSE by oxygen plasma can potentially introduce a rel-
atively smaller number of defects to graphene. As a
technical demonstration, monolayer graphene has been
produced from bilayer graphene by the SSE method.
It should be noted that defect formation by oxygen
plasma is inevitable even with indirectly coupled gen-
tle oxygen plasma [23], which can significantly affect
graphene properties, such as electrical, optical, and
thermopower properties [23-27]. To address this is-
sue, we also demonstrated post-etch annealing treat-
ment that can effectively restore disordered graphene.
Our process is completely compatible with microelec-
tronics manufacturing and shows the prospect of being
a promising post-synthesis method for engineering the
number of graphene layers and producing thin graphene
films with both large size and high quality.

Methods

Graphenes were first produced with mechanical exfo-
liation from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
flakes and then transferred onto a Si substrate with a
300 nm thick SiO2 layer [28]. Optical microscope and
micro-Raman spectrograph (Holo Probe Micro-Raman
Spectrograph) were used to locate and identify both
monolayer and bilayer graphenes. The micro-Raman
spectrograph used in this study has an excitation wave-
length of 532 nm, a minimal laser spot size of ∼5 μm for
a 100× magnification, and a power of 0.53 mW. Prior to
oxygen plasma etching, all samples were cleaned with
acetone rinse for 5 minutes, followed by thermal clean-
ing in an argon and hydrogen environment. Acetone
is used to remove tape residues and other organic con-
taminations. No chemical effects on graphene at room

temperature have been reported in previous literatures.
Following the acetone cleaning, the graphene samples
were rinsed with isopropanol alcohol and then DI wa-
ter to remove the acetone residue. We believe that
the chemical effect on graphene doping can be negli-
gible. The heat treatment has been shown to effec-
tively remove unavoidable contaminations (e.g. tape
residues, resist residues, and adsorbed water) from the
as-produced graphene surfaces [29,30]. In our experi-
ments, the treatment was carried out in Ar/H2 (3% H2

in volume percentage) atmosphere, with a continuous
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Fig. 1 (a) AFM images of the as-produced monolayer
graphene on a SiO2/Si substrate (left panel), and the cor-
responding monolayer graphene after the contamination re-
moving thermal treatment, showing the cleaned and smooth
graphene surface (right panel). The arrow marks the mono-
layer graphene region. (b) Schematic cartoon shows the
layer engineering process with oxygen plasma. The etching
process can be performed with either the oxygen plasma
at the ground electrode or the powered electrode. Since
the strengths of oxygen plasma at the two electrodes are
different, the etching effects on graphene may vary. (c) Ex-
perimental setup shows the ground and powered electrodes,
which are made of aluminum and have dimensions of 7 in.
×8 in. ×0.093 in. The distance between a ground electrode
and the powered one is 2 in. It is clear that the intensity of
plasma is higher in the powered electrode than the ground
ones based on the brightness.
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gas flow of 2000 sccm at 380◦C for 40 minutes. As a
demonstration of the cleaning efficacy, the left panel
in Fig. 1(a) shows the AFM (atomic force microscope,
DI 3100) image of the as-produced monolayer graphene
that was identified with Raman spectroscopy. Fine
granular like particles and contaminations were ob-
served on both the graphene and the SiO2/Si substrate
surfaces. These particles can be effectively removed by
heating the as-produced sample in Ar/H2 atmosphere,
as indicated in the right panel of Fig. 1(a).

The SSE of graphene with oxygen plasma was con-
ducted in a plasma etching system (March, PX-250)
under the following conditions: RF (radio frequency)
of 13.56 MHz, RF power of 70 W, oxygen flow rate of
10 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute), base
pressure of 70 mTorr, and processing pressure of 313-
326 mTorr. These parameters were specifically chosen
in order to ignite stable oxygen plasma while reduc-
ing plasma strength to minimize plasma induced struc-
tural damages and disorders of graphene. During the
experiments, the graphene samples were placed on the
ground electrode for etching, as schematically displayed
in Fig. 1(b). Specifically, the powered electrode refers
to the electrode plate that is connected to an RF bias,
while the ground electrode plate is connected to the in-
ner wall of the vacuum chamber and also the ground
of the etching system. Figure 1(c) shows the experi-
mental setup. The ground and powered electrodes are
made of aluminum and have dimensions of 7 in. ×8
in. ×0.093 in. The distance between a ground elec-
trode and the powered one is 2 in. It is clear that the
intensity of plasma is higher in the powered electrode
than the ground ones based on the brightness. The gen-
tle plasma generated on the ground electrode explains
why it required longer time to etch a single layer and
generated fewer defects as confirmed later.

The process durations for single sheet removal of
graphene were carefully tuned after a large number
of experiments and varied according to the location of
graphene samples (at powered electrode or ground elec-
trode). AFM and SEM (scanning electron microscopy,
Hitachi-4700) were used to inspect the surface topolo-
gies of graphene samples before and after being treated

with oxygen plasma. Micro-Raman spectroscopy was
used to identify the number of graphene layers as well
as to study quantitatively the defects of the plasma
treated graphene samples.

Results and discussion

SSE of graphene with ground electrode oxygen

plasma

In order to characterize the process parameters for
SSE of graphene, both monolayer and bilayer graphene
films were subjected to oxygen plasma etching for differ-
ent etching durations. The etching time was increased
by a step of 2 seconds. AFM, SEM and Raman spec-
troscopy were used to investigate graphene topologies
after each treatment. Figure 2 shows the evolution of
a graphene sample treated by the SSE process with
ground oxygen plasma for an optimum process dura-
tion of 38 seconds. In this case, the graphene sam-
ple hada step with a monolayer region and a bilayer
region, which were identified with micro-Raman spec-
troscopy (Fig. 2(a)). After one SSE step, the mono-
layer region was completely removed, while the bilayer
region was thinned down to a monolayer graphene, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). By carefully comparing Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), it can be seen that the border (the upper
edge) of the bilayer region did not change obviously,
which implies that the edges are not a preferred di-
rection during the etching process. After the second
etching, the bilayer region was completely etched away
(Fig. 2(c)), leaving the SiO2/Si substrate. All SEM im-
ages were taken at the same location of the sample after
each oxygen plasma treatment. Graphene residues were
found at the boundary between the monolayer and bi-
layer regions. This was mainly caused by graphene frag-
ments and folded graphene edges, resulting in thicker
graphene areas (> 2 layers).

To further demonstrate the repeatability and control-
lability of the SSE method with the ground electrode
plasma, we applied the optimum recipe to multiple bi-
layer graphene samples and successfully obtained mono-
layer graphene films from the bilayer ones, verified by

(a) (b) (c)
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Monolayer
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Fig. 2 SEM images show the evolution of a graphene sample after each SSE process with ground electrode oxygen plasma:
(a) As-produced; (b) After the first SSE process; (c) After the second SSE process.
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Fig. 3 Demonstration of producing a monolayer graphene
from a bilayer graphene with the oxygen plasma etching. Il-
lustrations (a), (b), and (c) show the SEM image, the AFM
image (upper left panel), the 2D band of its Raman spec-
trum (upper right panel) and its height profile from the
AFM image (bottom panel) before being etched with oxy-
gen plasma (a), after the first (b) and the second (c) SSE
treatments, respectively. Specific regions from which the
AFM images and Raman spectra were taken are highlighted
by the red squares.

AFM and Raman spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows the
evolution of a representative bilayer sample when be-
ing subjected to the SSE process. After the first
etching (Fig. 3(b)), while the SEM and AFM images
had no distinguishable difference between the untreated
graphene and the treated one, their Raman spectra
and AFM profiles clearly showed the changes result-

ing from plasma etching. Particularly, the thickness
of the bilayer graphene decreased from ∼1.259 nm to
∼0.810 nm, resulting an apparent difference of 0.449
nm. Graphene thickness measurement using an AFM
is typically not atomically precise due to sample con-
tamination and/or an unclean or worn AFM cantilever.
The step size 0.449 nm is slightly larger than 0.335 nm
(one layer) but obviously much smaller than 0.670 nm
(two layers), indicating one atomic carbon layer was re-
moved. The 2D band of its Raman spectrum comprised
only one Lorenzian peak, which is another indicator of
a monolayer graphene [31,32]. After the second treat-
ment (Fig. 3(c)), the SEM and AFM images taken from
the same regions indicate that the bilayer graphene was
completely removed with only folded thicker portions
of the graphene left on the substrate. This was fur-
ther confirmed with the Raman spectrum taken from
the same location, which contained no specific peak of
graphene.

Etching mechanism of oxygen plasma

We have demonstrated that the SSE of graphene can
be realized with the oxygen plasma, but it still re-
mains unclear how the oxygen plasma interacts with
graphenes. An answer to that question is essential
for further understanding the effects of oxygen plas-
maon the remaining graphene sheets after the etch-
ing process. Two possible etching mechanisms include
isotropic etching and anisotropic etching. If the sin-
gle sheet removal of graphenes by oxygen plasma is
isotropic, the etching rate should be uniform every-
where on a graphene sheet regardless of graphene de-
fects and edges. Initiatively, when a single atomic layer
is removed from the top, a single or a couple of chains
of atoms at the edge will be removed. This is because
removing an atom from the top will need sufficient en-
ergy to break three bonds, while at the edges, only one
or two bonds need to be broken due to the existence
of dangling bonds. That means the etching cannot be
an isotropic process. For graphene sheets, there are
two possible preferred directions for anisotropic etch-
ing: vertical (top surface) and horizontal (edges). Ex-
perimentally, it is possible to detect a removed single
layer using Raman or optical microscopy, but the loss
of a couple of chains of atoms at the edge is beyond
the resolution of these instruments. Consequently, the
sizes of the graphene sheet and the defective regions will
not change during the etching in the case of anisotrop-
ically vertical etching, but will be projected to the bot-
tom graphene sheet after the etching process, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(a). While in the anisotropically hori-
zontal etching mode, the etching rates at the graphene
edges and defective regions are anticipated to be higher
than that at other intact regions since the edges/defects
of graphene tend to react faster with chemicals (e.g.
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Fig. 4 Schematic cartoons show two possible etching mechanisms of ground electrode oxygen plasma: (a) Anisotropic
vertical etching; (b) Anisotropical horizontal etching. In the anisotropic vertical etching mode, the defect patterns on the
top graphene sheet will be copied to the bottom graphene sheet with similar sizes. However, in the anisotropical horizontal
etching mode, the defect patterns will expand during etching and be copied to the bottom graphene sheet in an obviously.
(c)-(e) SEM images of monolayer graphene samples before and after being subjected to oxygen plasma etching for 32 s, 30 s
and 28 s, respectively. The monolayer regions of the graphene samples were marked with arrows. In each sub-figure, the top
and bottom SEM images show the graphene sample before and after being etched with the corresponding process duration,
respectively.

oxygen plasma) than pristine graphene [33]. As
schematically displayed in Fig. 4(b), the defective re-
gions of the top graphene sheet will expand, resulting
in larger defective areas on the bottom sheet after the
etching process. Additionally, the size of the graphene
sheet will shrink due to the anisotropic etching of oxy-
gen plasma.

Experiments were conducted in order to investigate
which one of these two possible mechanisms will bet-
ter explain the single sheet removal of graphene. In
this study, the etching rate of graphene was relatively
fast and the time interval was too short, making it
difficult to control the etching time accurately on the
same graphene sheet. Therefore, different monolayer
graphene samples were etched for various plasma du-
rations and inspected with SEM to evaluate the time

evolution of oxygen plasma etching. Etching condi-
tions, such as RF power, oxygen flow rate and work-
ing pressure, except the process duration, were kept
the same for each sample. Figures 4(c)-(e) show the
SEM images of three monolayer graphene samples be-
fore and after being etched by the oxygen plasma at
the ground electrode with the plasma durations rang-
ing from 28 to 32 seconds. It can be seen that, first,
no noticeable area expansions of defective regions in
the monolayer samples were observed during the etch-
ing. Second, no remarkable shrinkage of the monolayer
graphene dimensions due to the possible faster etching
rates at the graphene edges was observed during the
etching processes. These results suggest that the single
sheet removal of graphenes by oxygen plasma is most
likely anisotropically vertical etching.
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Comparison of the oxygen plasma etching and

the oxygen reactive ion etching

With a similar means of investigation, singular layer
etching of graphene can also be achieved with oxy-
gen reactive ion etching at the powered electrode for
a shorter etching duration of 17 seconds. Figure 5 pro-
vides the demonstration of a monolayer graphene pro-
duced from a bilayer graphene using the oxygen reac-
tive ion etching. A ∼0.4 nm thickness decrease of the
graphene was observed after one SSE plasma treatment.
The evolution of its Raman 2D band also demonstrated
that a monolayer graphene was produced from the bi-
layer graphene.

It is known that the strength of oxygen plasma varies
at the powered electrode and the ground electrode (as
shown in Fig. 1(c)), which is anticipated to result in dif-
ferent levels of physical damage and defects on the post-
etch graphene sheets. Therefore, we investigated the
plasma induced defects on a variety of plasma-treated
graphene samples by measuring the intensity ratios of
the D band and G band (ID/IG) in their Raman spec-
tra. A higher ID/IG ratio indicates a larger number of
defects. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the Raman spectra
taken from two bilayer graphene samples before and
after SSE by the oxygen reactive ion etching and the
oxygen plasma etching, respectively. The Raman spec-
tra show that the sample etched with the oxygen reac-

tive ion etching at the powered electrode had an ID/IG
ratio of ∼1.18 (the bottom panel of Fig. 6(a)), while
the ID/IG ratio of the graphene etched with the oxygen
plasma at the ground electrode was ∼0.94 (the bottom
panel of Fig. 6(b)). The statistical analysis of the Ra-
man ID/IG ratios of multiple plasma treated samples
was summarized in Fig. 6(c). The average ID/IG ra-
tio of graphene samples after etching with the powered
electrode oxygen plasma was ∼1.05, while the average
ID/IG ratio after etching with the oxygen plasma was
∼0.86. These results indicate that the oxygen plasma
introduced fewer defects compared to the powered elec-
trode oxygen plasma, which is mainly due to the rel-
atively low strength of oxygen plasma at the ground
electrode.

Furthermore, it is found that the amount of defects
can be reduced significantly with a post-etch annealing
treatment. The annealing process was carried out in
an Ar environment at 900-1000◦C for 1 h. Figure 6(d)
shows the Raman spectrum of a monolayer graphene,
which was produced with the SSE method, after the an-
nealing process. Compared with its Raman spectrum
before the annealing process, which was shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that the in-
tensity of the D band peak has been greatly suppressed
by the annealing process. The recovery of disordered
graphene by high temperature Ar annealing may be
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Fig. 5 AFM images, height profiles and the 2D bands of its Raman spectrum of a bilayer graphene (a) Before and (b)
After the SSE with powered electrode oxygen plasma, demonstrating the production of a monolayer graphene from a bilayer
graphene.
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Fig. 6 Raman spectra of bilayer graphene samples before and after the SSE process with (a) the powered electrode oxygen
plasma and (b) the ground electrode oxygen plasma. (c) Statistic analysis of Raman ID/IG ratios of graphene samples after
being etched with the powered electrode (solid circles) and the oxygen plasma (open circles). The red and blue dotted lines
show the average values of data from solid and open circles, respectively. (d) Raman spectrum of the monolayer graphene
produced from a bilayer graphene after the annealing treatment. Its Raman spectrum before annealing is shown in the
bottom panel of (a).

related to the thermally induced reconstruction of
graphene lattice and dangling bonds [34] as well as
graphene dehydrogenation [35]. It should be mentioned
that electron beam irradiation during the SEM step is
known to have effects on the transformation of the crys-
talline order and electronic properties of mono/bilayer
graphene films [36]. During our quantitative studies
of defects, the as-etched graphene samples were exam-
ined only by the micro-Raman spectroscopy in order to
eliminate additional defect formation due to the elec-
tron beam irradiation. Therefore, the formation and
partial recovery of defects on our graphene substrates
are mainly attributed to the oxygen plasma etching and
their successive annealing treatment.

Fabrication of suspended graphene

Our method can also be applied in controlling the
number of layers in the case of suspended graphene. In
this approach, tranches were made on the SiO2 (300
nm)/Si substrates through photolithography and in-
duced coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE),
respectively. First, SiO2 was completely removed and
Si substrate was etched down by around 10 μm. Next,
graphene layer was prepared using micro mechanical ex-
foliation and then deposited over the tranches and the

holes. After that, graphenes were located by optical
microscope and Raman spectroscope. Then graphene
layer was etched layer-by-layer using oxygen plasma,
showing that the SSE method provides a possible way
to produce graphenes directly from graphite flakes. Fig-
ure 7 shows a suspended graphene sheet with a thick-
ness of ∼2 nm produced through layer by layer etching
of a graphite flake of an original thickness of ∼15 nm.

5 μm

D

G

Suspended graphene

Fig. 7 SEM image of a suspended graphene sample of 2
nm thickness produced from graphite flake of ∼ 15 nm using
layer by layer oxygen plasma etching. Inset is the Raman
spectra.

Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a method for engineering
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the number of graphene layers with oxygen plasma that
is simple and compatible with microelectronics man-
ufacturing. SSE processes, which remove only one
single graphene sheet at a time, were achieved with
both the powered electrode oxygen plasma and the
ground electrode oxygen plasma. Production of mono-
layer graphene films from bilayer graphene samples was
demonstrated with our SSE processes. The results show
that the oxygen plasma etching of graphene was an
anisotropically vertical etching process. It was also
found that etching with the oxygen plasma etching in-
troduced fewer defects onto the bottom graphene layer
compared with oxygen reactive ion etching. That is
because the oxygen plasma strength was lower at the
ground electrode than at the powered electrode. The
plasma induced defects can be obviously suppressed
by an annealing process after oxygen plasma etching.
Our results provide a post-synthesis approach to the
single sheet precision subtraction of graphene layers
and the possibility of producing large size graphene
thin films directly from multilayer graphene or even
graphite flakes. These films can be used for construct-
ing novel graphene based devices by selectively etching
the graphene at specific regions.
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